In D&T we will:


Plan and design a healthy sandwich for the school staff



Make posters and adverts to encourage the staff to
eat the sandwich they have designed.

In ICT we will:


Use web browsing software to find photographs and images
on-line.



Use desktop publishing software to design and make



posters.

In Music we will:


Use percussion in small groups to compose a piece of
music to tell the ‘ digestion story ’ .



Understand the role of the diaphragm in singing and playing
musical instruments.

In PSHE ( Personal, Social, Health Education ) we will:


Consider the year ahead and what we would like to
learn over the year and how we can help ourselves
to achieve those goals.

In PE we will :


Play team games and understand our role as a good team player

We will also have our residential experience during
this half-term where we will camp together at
Polkerris beach and take part in a variety of activities.

(1st Half Term)

For the first four weeks of this half term we will be using the topic
‘ W here does our food go? ’ as a basis for our learning in class.
This unit is part of the Cornwall ‘ Inspire Curriculum ’ .

In R.E. we will:


Learn about our class saint: St. Augustine.



Explore what it means to be a person made by God and in his

In Literacy we will:


Read a variety of non-fiction, explanation texts.



Identify and understand the features of an explanation text.



Learn an explanation text by heart and...



Be able to perform the text using ‘ story-telling ’ techniques.



Write our own explanation texts on a variety of topics

In Numeracy we will:

image.


Learn about the story of creation in the Book of Genesis

In Science we will:


Learn about the human digestive process.



Learn about teeth and the role of the mouth in
digestion.



Create a model of the human digestive system.



Revise our number bonds to 10 and 20.



Learn how to calculate number bonds to 100 and

In Art we will:

1000.



Explore the work of Giuseppe Arcimboldo.

Understand the value of the digits in a 2, 3 and 4 digit



Understand how complex pictures can be made using



number.


Understand the symbols < and >.



Be able to add 1, 10 and 100 to a 2, 3 and 4 digit number.



Be able to order 2, 3 and 4 digit numbers on a number line.



Add and subtract to find the next / previous multiple of 10 or 100.



Find the difference between 2, 2 digit numbers by counting on or
back.



Continue to learn multiplication tables to 12x12



Use online ICT programs such as ‘ Abacus ’ to consolidate
understanding.



Multiply 1, 2 and 3 digit numbers by 10.



Multiply a 2 digit number by a 1 digit number using a formal written
method.

simple items - such as fruit, vegetables and sea creatures!


Create an image of a face using fruit and vegetables.

